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1. Entrepreneurs as artists 
o Deliver new meaning through effective artifacts

2. The effective complexity of beauty
o What makes a design good

3. Think and Act as an artist 
o Strategies to achieve effective design



1. ENTREPRENEURS AS 
ARTISTS



8 Things (good) 
Entrepreneurs and (great) 

Artists have in common

Ego Courage Vision
CuriosityPASSION Creativity

Achievement
Experimentation



EFFECTIVE COMPLEXITY



Order Confusing

WE NEED SOME COMPLEXITY!

Boring Exciting



Effective Complexity

ART

TWO BASIC STRATEGIES

ARTPUSH INTO NOVELTY PUSH INTO ORDER



3. Think and act as an artist



RIGHT STRATEGIES (Push into 
novelty)



Emphasize



El Greco, San Sebastian, (1577-78) Modigliani, Jeanne Hébuterne, 1928



The meaning is what remains aZer removing the average



Jaguar D-Type

Jaguar E-Type



Luigi Russolo, Dynamism of a car 1912-13



Remix







Robert Delaunay, The red tower, 
1911-12



Pixar Atrium



The power of the center



Klee, Moonrise and Sunset– 1919



The center creates a field of forces



A grid creates order 





V. Van Gogh, Starry night, 1889







Caterpillar business model and operations are «deduced» 
around the key customer satisfaction driver: reparability

Make your
dealer your

partner
«If that machine doesn’t function, 
work doesn’t get done, deadlines 
are missed, related tasks have to 
be rescheduled, customers and 
subcontractors get angry, 
reputations are affected, 
opportunities open up for 
competitors, and money is lost.»

(D. Fites, Make your dealer your partner, HBR)



Contrast and Balance



E. Degas, Bowing Ballerina, 1878







From «I do it for him» to «I 
do it for me»



LEFT STRATEGIES (Push into 
order)



Subtract details



Picasso, Reservoir de Horta de Sant Joan (1909)



Turner: Rain, Speed, and Steam (1844)



le Corbusier LC4 chaise long 

IKEA Besta Series iMac



Make simmetries



Lorenzo Lotto: Pala di San Bernardino (1521)





Masaccio
TrinitàMasaccio: Trinity, (1426-28)



Masaccio
Trinità





Simmetry as ordering of power to create 
and manage tensions and achieve
equilibrium



Grouping



El Greco: The Sepulture of the Earl of Orgaz, 1586-88





Schultz says the idea came to him as an epiphany, just two years later in 
Milan, Italy, and after that the fourth Starbucks store had opened: “That’s 
when I was walking the streets of Milan and every 20-30 yards you are 
intercepted literally with an Italian coffee bar. And I walked in all of these 
places and kept seeing the theater, the romance, and the nectar of the 
gods, which is espresso ... All the elegance, the style, but what really struck 
me was the sense of community. […] 

And so I realized, while I was in Italy, that Starbucks was in the coffee 
business but perhaps the wrong part of the business.”

The power of creative 

categorization and Starbucks’ 

success:

Coffee as a Product
VS 

Coffee as a Context



Split



Johannes Vermeer, The Little Street, 1657-58



THE GRID CREATE ORDER

FIRST LEVEL



OPEN WINDOWS



SECOND LEVEL



More complex functions, such as setting a schedule are executed through a mobile 
app. That freed NEST designers from having to accommodate the many buttons that 
appear on other programmable thermostats

«Nesting» functions to hide complexity without 
eliminating it 



Subtract details

Grouping

Split

Emphasize

Remix

Power of the center

contrast and balance

Make symmetries



Wrap-up

The strategies offer us practical rules to rework our 
design in an iterative fashion

• When the design is too complex, we eliminate 
information to make is simpler. WE PUSH INTO 
ORDER. 

• When the design is too simple and trivial we add 
information to make it exciting. WE PUSH INTO 
NOVELTY

• Can be applied to products design but also to 
organization design, communication, team 
management, and leadership






